
THE FAMOUS CROOKED STICK
Traits and Tricks of the Famous Boomerang of

Australia.

THERE are two unique things which every schoolboy associates
with Australia. One is the kangaroo and the other is the

boomerang. And neither of them loses interest when this boy
grows to manhood. An article on the second of these two strange
objects has recently appeared in a German technical periodical
and has been translated for Nature. Its author, Gilbert T.
Walker, has given ten years of study to the design and behavior
of the boomerang, and he considers it from the scientific point
of view. Much of what he has to say is so full of advanced mathe-
matics as to be dry reading. But his article also contains points
of popular interest, and it tempts one to try to make boomerangs
himself.

Many sizes and styles of boomerang are found in Australia,
and the natives show various degrees of skill in throwing it. They
use it now largely for mere sport, just as civilized people practice
archery and fly kites. But its original function was that of a
weapon, and, though employed to deliver a heavy blow, its shape
suggests a curved sword. It has always been made out of wood,
but inasmuch as Australia is wonderfully
will provided with woods, and some of them
are almost as hard as Iron, there has been
no difficulty in making it serve the purpose
for which it was first manufactured.

The oddest thing about the boomerang is
the course which it takes through the air,
and not the distance which it will travel.
The latter depends on the strength of the
thrower, while the former is the result of
its shape. Some boomerangs merely show
a disposition to rise after being launched,
and travel almost straight ahead. Others
have also a tendency to swing around to
cne side, and this, with proper management,
will bring the flying stick back to the feet
of the person who throws it. Mr. Walker
says that it is not uncommon for a boom-
erang to travel 265 feet before returning,
and thus to fiy five hundred feet or more
before landing.

Nothing could be more comically
grotesque in appearance than the.
strange family of tree-hoppers,
which contains a large variety of
ludicrous forms. When you want
a good laugh, find one of these
tree-hoppers and look at its face
through a hand lens. "Nature
must have been joking," you will
be apt to exclaim.

Various colors, forms and droll
expressions are represented in the
many varieties. Some found on
rose bushes so closely resemble

The most remarkable story which this
writer is disposed to trust asserts that the
boomerang went fully three hundred feet
from the thrower, ascended in the air one
hundred and fifty feet and there described
five circles before landing. The singular
"curves" of a baseball pitched by an ex-
pert are nothing compared with these per-
formances. Still, the conduct of the base-
ball is due to the pitcher's skill exclusive-
ly, while the eccentric sailing of a boom-erang Is largely attributed to the twistgiven to the wood in making it, though no
doubt something depends on the thrower

th*ti™?mOn "SS iS represented ln -«»e drawing. The bend atthe middle 1S a little more than a right angle. The length is 30inches, the width fully 2% and the greatest thickness four-tenths of an inch, or a centimeter- The wood is thicker along a
l^tLIDirend t0 eDd than near the edes > and also avery little thicker at the middle (B) than at the ends (A and C.)One side of the weapon has a*surface more rounded than theother. Finally, the arms have a very slight twist, as if theyhad been wrenched in opposite directions while the middle washeld firmly in a vise. Thus a curl is imparted to each arm re-sembling that of the blades of a screw propeller in characterbut much less in degree. Each end looks as if it had been graspedby a strong hand, which was then rotated a little in the same
direction as in driving a screw into wood. It should be added

OUTLINE OP BOOMERANG.
however, that while cardboard models may properly be bent by
hand, the twist is imparted to a wooden boomerang by cutting
it in the right shape and not by the exercise of power. The
amount to which each arm is rotated is two or three degrees ofarc, or less than one-hundredth of a complete turn.

The boomerang lies in a horizontal position when thrown,
and is whirled so that the arms revolve around the center as it
advances. The resemblance to a screw propeller is now mani-
fested by a lifting tendency. Sometimes the boomerang will tiltover sidewise a little, too. But the most novel part of its per-
formance (if it be properly shaped and properly launched) isswerving steadily from a straight path and moving to the left.
If enough force has been given to it to sustain it meantime it will
describe a complete circle and come back to the starting point.
The secret of making it describe two or more circles is putting
more power into the discharge.

Pasteboard models five or six inches long and half or five-
eighths of an inch wide may be started flying in the following
manner: Hold a book level on the finger tips of the left hand.
Lay the boomerang on it in such a way that half of one arm
projects over the edge to the right, while the other arm extends
along the book toward the operator. With a pencil held in the
right hand, the projecting arm is hit a sharp blow, such as wouia
drive the pasteboard away from the person. Thus a forward mo-
tion and a rotating motion are simultaneously imparted. After
a little practice very interesting results can be obtained. The
long wooden boomerang is held by one end when launched, and
a great deal of practice is required to get the most remarkable
gyrations.—New York Tribune.

The two monarchs who could change thrones to the greatest
advantage are Edward VII.,R. 1., of Britain and the Indies, and
Wilhelm 11., king of Prussia and German emperor. Both are
thoroughly acquainted witli the political and social conditions cf
the ''other country." Each speaks the language of the realm of
his imaginary adoption with perfect ease. Kaiser Wilhelm is
half-English, King Edward is half-German.

IF THEY CHANGED THRONES.

IN THE FRENCH POSTOFFICE.
The most recent triumph of the French postal administration

is an ingenious little machine which not only automatically
•weighs letters and samples, but records on an indicator at the
•ide the amount required for stamps. When the article depos-
ited upon the balance exceeds the regulation weight the indicator
promptly hoists the sign, "Too heavy."

ACCORDING TO HEIGHT, NOT AGE.
In order to obviate the frequent disputes as to the ages of

children the steamboat authorities in Switzerland have decided
that in every case where doubt arises the child mast be meas-
ured. All children under two feet are to have free passage, those
between two feet and four feet are to pay half fares.
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WHAT BOYS PLAY IN PORTO RICO

Games Seem to Be Much the Same the World Over,
Although Names May Differ.

A JOLLY party of dark-eyed, sunburned-looking lads, in age
from 10 to 13, may occasionally be seen on North Greene

street, above Saratoga, romping on general principles or seri-
ously engaged in some boys' game. They attract attention for
their foreign appearance, but they are not foreigners in one sense,
for they are Porto Rican Americans, members of the large party
which recently came here for educational purposes and will make
Baltimore their home for the next several years. Many who have
noticed the games they play have wondered at the quickness of
these lads in adopting the pastimes of Baltimore boys. The
truth is that they have not adopted any new games. All of the
lads in the party are Intelligent to a marked degree, and with
native intelligence quickened by careful education it is prob-
able that all of the boys of the party are, for their ages, better
equipped in this respect than the home-born American boy of
similar age. This was impressed upon the writer in a conversa-
tion had with these lads on the subject of boys' games in Porto
Rico. la the party interviewed were Fernando Jener and Julio

GROTESQUE LITTLE TREE-HOPPERS

Various Forms of the Grotesque Little Tree-Hoppers.—Prom St. Nicholas.
the thorns as to deceive the young
folks or the bird that may be look-
ing for them.

In some varieties there is an
extension above the head "like a
peaked night cap," as Professor
Comstock describes it In others
this extension reaches backward
or over the body, completely cov-
ering it like a roof.

On a warm day, look closely for
these tiny insects among the stems
and leaves of the rose bushes,
grapevines, Virginia creeper, or
small shrubs. Some forms, but

perhaps not always the most gro-
tesque and interesting, are easily
and surely obtained by "sweeping*
the tall grass in a sunny field with
the insect net. Gibson also tells
us in "Sharp Eyea" to "open the
netted folds carefully. Here are
the queer, green, triangular tree-
hoppers, looking like animated
dock seeds."

One form has stripes of red,
white and blue. Another has pro-
jections like horns, one on each
side, and is called the "Buffalo"
tree-hopper.

Iquina, Porto Ricans, and a number of boys of the neighborhood
with. whom the newcomers long since became prime favorites,
mingling from the start in the spirit of the splendid democracy
characteristic of boyhood. We got more and more enthusiastic
as game after game on either side was •mentioned, and when
Spanish and English had been properly aligned, everybody aiding
in the translation, and transrendition from colloquialism of Porto
Rican boyhood to that of American boyhood had been completed
in every case, we were surprised to find that neither party could
mention any game that was not common to both, from "mumble-
the-peg" to "knucks." It would seem that the Porto Rican boy
and the American boy have traveled the same road through
the early years, learning tact, skill, self-reliance, unselfishness,
magnanimity, courage, having ambition to excel developed, being
taught to bear defeat philosophically, and to enjoy victory with-'
out braggadocio, all through the mental, moral, physical, even
spiritual, tuition of game-playing. \u25a0-\u25a0".

"Hide and seek"; what American boy does not know the
\u2666game? In Porto Rico, with identically the same method of

play, they call it "al esconder" and have as much fun in hiding
and seeking to that spelling as if it were spelled correctly (from
the American boy's standpoint.)

Blind man's buff they play with gusto, despite "the fact that
they call it "gallina ciega." Kites are called in Spanish "come-
tas," and flying the "cometas" •is great sport, young Jener , will
assure you. Kites are made generally of some delicate fabric
other than paper. The boys frequently make them themselves
and always decorate even the ready-made ones. ,

"Pussy wants a corner" among our new brothers Is "las
cuatro esquinas." Instead of the familiar "pussy wants a cor-
ner," and the reply, "next door neighbor," the Porto Rican who

• is "it," asks, "Is there any fire for me?"
and is told, "Go to the other corner." .
The principles of the game are identically
the same and the resulting fun as funny.

Only in recent years a game has devel-
oped among youngsters of Baltimore which
many very young men do not remember
in its present form. It is played with a
shell, the, shell being skipped from box
to box of. a large design drawn in chalk
on the sidewalk. Porto Rican boys have
been familiar with that game for genera-
tions and it bears the very comprehen-
sive name, "peregrina," of the same root
as peregrination, and exactly describes
the game. ¥he Porto Rican pavement de-
sign is quite elaborate and would decWed-
ly anger the housewife who found one laid
out on her sidewalk. Porto . Rican boys -
are fond of the game. It is all done -stand-
ing on . one foot and develops a number-
equilibrium. . <'""-'-*''of faculties in the effort to preserve

, The hoop is "la rueda," and is the play-
thing of boys and girls alike, their meth-,
ods of, using it not . differing ; from those
in vogue in Baltimore, except that hoop
races are of more common occurrence. ? A
distance of about one hundred yards ts
the course, and great sport is had speed-
ing behind a hoop over this course to be
first over " the finish line. "Jacks," en-
Joyed more generally by girls here, - is an-
other ; boy .'. and girl game, ;; too. , Small

\u25a0 stones are used, and a larger stone takes
the - place of the rubber, ball used ion
Baltimore doorsteps. -" .~
- Top; spinning is a year-round pastime,
the Spanish equivalent for the game being
"juego de trompo." r A ring is made, and
"plugging" goes ] on f£ a lively rate, \u25a0as

. here, while it is something; to boast of if
an opponent's top is split in the contact.

"Stealing'hats*''.is a falleVeaing pastime'
popular here, when opposing sides defend
the curb oa opposite sides of the street
and by every possible strategy attempt to
cross and capture a hat from those spread
out; on- the curb, one ]for; each boy on the

.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0..-\u25a0" . , - ;. .. . . . . .
ft**% T *m*% **t 1L . - W _"«__*^11" -fk" '"*"'~.•\u25a0 The Lay i of the Lamp-Post

I
am placed

on the cor-
ner of a noi-

\u25a0y street; Each
one who passes my
way I greet, And

never grum-
ble at cold
nor heat.

Bat
brigh-

ter,
b r i g^h-

ter,
I'm
say-
i n g
a 1 1
th c
eve,
Whi-
ter,
Whi-
ter,

glows
the light
X give. So
may troth
and kind-
ness, dear,
Shine out
fn yon to

others' cheer.
—Maggie - Wheeler Ross in Cassell's Little

Folk-

3

Bide. Parents will find in this explanation a clew to the remark-
able condition in which they occasionally find the hats of their
hopefuls. "Prisoners' base" is a familiar game and is known in
Porto Rico as "marro," which is sufficiently suggestive of prison
to indicate a similar idea in choosing a title. There are various
games of leapfrog, but hardly anything to parallel •'par," by
which the "back" gets farther and farther away from a given
line until somebody fails to make the Jump, using the length and
double the width of a foot as the arithmetical increment for the
jump. They accomplish the same purpose, but by the "hop, step
and jump," or the "giver" system of the play, which description
boys will understand. The "hop, step and jump" game allows
each jumper over the "back" to first hop, then step, then jump
from a given line toward the "back," and if after three means
of covering ground he fails to get near enough to go over, the
game begins again at the line with the lad who failed taking the
place of the former "back."

In the "giver" game the "back"' has the privilege of choos-
ing a "giver," who, after each jump, names how it must be done.
He may say "one Jump in," whereupon every player is allowed
one jump from the starting line toward the "back," and must
clear enough space to make it possible to "over." The first on©
to fail goes "down," but he has the privilege of demanding that

the "giver," always the last jumper, do the
feat he proposed, and in event the "giver"
fails, the latter pays the penalty of going
"down." Back-jumping has not been de-
veloped in Porto Rico in so many forms as
here, but the game is well known and well
liked when the weather is cool.

Marbles are "bola," and Porto Rican as
well as American boys have a half dozen
ways of playing, some for "keeps" and
some not, even to "odd and even," by
which one guesses whether a handful of
marbles arfo in even or odd number, and
wins the wßdful if he guesses correctly.
There is just one form of the game in
Porto Rico that the writer, at least, ha*
not seen in operation. Certain marbles are
placed in a row, about three feet from the
wall, and the shooting is done by a carom
gainst the wall, and not directly against

the marbles. This would seem to require
a degree of skill not known in the Ameri-
can games.

These are only a few of the more common
games. The similarity continued through
every form of enjoyment, even to baseball,
which is played in Porto Rico exactly as in
this country.

It is generally asserted that boys are boy 3
the world 'round, and the reason may be
found in this similarity of the pastimes of
boys. But however boys of other lands
may differ from the boy of boys, the
American boy, certainly in his games he has

a counterpart in the Porto Rican, and American boys will un-
doubtedly take kindly to the games of the fellows over the water.
—Baltimore American.

THE LARGEST GRAPE VINE.
North Carolina can boast the largest grape vine in the world.

It is on the farm of B. P. Meekins, Roanoke Island, not far from
the site of Fort Raleigh, and near the birthplace of "Virginia
Dare. It is claimed that the vine was planted by Sir Walter
Raleigh's ill-fated colony in 1587. It is of the Scuppernong va-
riety, covers an acre of ground, and yields about a ton of grapes
annually.

The most remarkable book in the world, so far as its appear-
ance is concerned, is neither written or printed. It is in the im-
perial library of Paris, and the letters are cut out of tissue paper
with a pair of scissors. A sheet of blue tissue, in which the let-
ters are cut, is placed between two pages of white, and so iba
matter is read.

TISSUE PAPER TYPE.

OLD CHINESE PAPER MONEY.
The oldest specimen of paper money has turned up in China at

the age of 534 years. Its face value is $167, and it purports to be
redeemable in silver bullion. Its prospect of redemption vanished
centuries ago.

BALLOON CLOTHESLINES.
Some of the laundries in Paris use balloons to dry their gar-

ments. A bamboo frame is attached to a captive balloon, and the
clothes are securely fixed to them. The
balloon makes six ascents a day to a
height of 100 feet or more.

THE SHARK HOLDS THE RECORD.
For long distance swimming the shartc

may be said to hold the record, as he
can outstrip the swiftest ships apparently
without effort, swimming and playing
around them and ever on the lookout for „ -prey. The dolphin, another fast swimming
fish—a near relative of the whale—is cred-
ited with a speed of considerably over
twenty miles an hour. For short distances
the salmon can outstrip every other fish,
accomplishing its twenty-five miles an
hour with ease. The Spanish mackerel is
one of the fastest of food fishes and cnta
the* water like a yacht. Predatory fish are
generally the fastest swimmers.*

SOME VERY OLD CORAL BEDS.
During the past year several remarkable

reefs of fossil coral have been explored
near Bainbridge, on the Flint river, in
Georgia. In one case a very large por-
tion of the reef exposed consists of coral
heads, some of which are more than a foot
in diameter. Between twenty-five and
thirty species of coral have been recog-
nized in these reefs by T. W. Vaughas,
They are ascribed to the tertiary age.

A KANGAROO RANCH.
An Arkansas planter is making arrange-

ments to start a kangaroo ranch. The
hides are valuable and the tendons much
more so. The latter can be split extreme-
ly fine and are the best thing known to
burgeons for sewing up wounds, and espe-
cially for holding broken bones together,
being much finer and tougher than catgut.

HORSES IN THEIR WILD STATE.
Horses in their wild state live to the

age of thirty-six normally, being still
fresh and hearty at that age in the
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